IETF 85 Atlanta

MBONED
Agenda

- Status of WG items, recharter  
  Chairs  15
- draft-tarapore-mboned-multicast-cdni-00  Sayko  Cancelled
- draft-ietf-mboned-mtrace-v2-09  Lee  20
- draft-mcbride-armd-mcast-overview-02  McBride  10
- AMT deployment experience at Octoshape  Brown  20
Status of WG Docs

- draft-ietf-mboned-mcaddrdoc-04
  - Now RFC 6676!!

- draft-ietf-mboned-auto-multicast-14
  - Submitted to IESG for Publication

- draft-ietf-mboned-64-multicast-address-format
  - Submitted to IESG for publication
  - Moved to 6MAN
  - In “AD is Watching” state

- draft-ietf-mboned-multrans-addr-acquisition-00
  - Adopted

- draft-ietf-mboned-v4v6-mcast-ps-00
  - Adopted
Multrans Work

- draft-ietf-mboned-multrans-addr-acquisition-00
  - Adopted
- draft-ietf-mboned-v4v6-mcast-ps-00
  - Adopted

- Overall, little to no activity for Multrans since Vancouver
  - Implications?
Recharter and Transition

• Proposed text from Stig:
  
  Analyze the need for IPv4 - IPv6 multicast transition solutions

• Reports back from Nanog and RIPE? Tom T?

• Do we still need this?